North Road Avenue
Brentwood Essex CM14 4XN
Guide Price £395,000

North Road Avenue, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4XN
1880’s - Victorian
Located in a quiet no through road position, within a short stroll of Brentwood Town Centre and mainline railway station is the much improved and beautifully presented spacious Victorian terraced home.
Having been painstakingly restored and extended the home now offers all the character of a period home coupled with a bright contemporary interior.
Approached by a neatly laid traditional front garden with picket fencing, the entrance door opens into the sitting room, beautifully presented with an exposed redbrick fireplace and Amtico flooring. A concealed
cupboard provides excellent coat storage. The elegant flooring continues into the dining room which is of equal proportions and enjoys view over the rear garden.
The kitchen has been thoughtfully extended and now provides a beautiful light filled addition to the home. Featuring a wonderful lantern roof and offering reams of space. Fitted with an extensive range of high quality
kitchen cabinetry in a muted deep blue with contrasting marble work-surfaces and up-stands and burnished brass handles. A range of fitted appliances including a butler sink, gas hob and extractor, SMEG double
oven, AEG fitted fridge/freezer and fitted slimline SMEG dishwasher.
As mentioned, the lantern ceiling bathes the room with light and double doors open on to the rear garden in addition to a further side door opening on to the garden also.
To the first floor there are two double bedrooms decorated in the same vein as the ground floor. The principal bedroom overlooking the front elevation and having a convenient walk-in cupboard. Bedroom two enjoys
views across the rear garden and is adjacent to the family bathroom. Fitted with a high quality Burlington three piece suite, comprising a large walk in rainwater shower with feature metro tiling.
The gardens, as with the home have been designed to be both used and enjoyed year round. A natural stone patio provided is ideal for outdoor dining and leads to the lawn area with mature planting. A gate to the
rear of the garden provides pedestrian access to the end of the terrace.
It is without question that we recommend arranging a professional accompanied viewing with our team at Period homes to appreciate the level of accommodation on offer.

ENTRANCE
SITTING ROOM
11'2 x 9'8 (3.40m x 2.95m)
DINING ROOM
12'5 x 11'11 (3.78m x 3.63m)
KITCHEN
16'9 x 6'8 (5.11m x 2.03m)
STAIRS LEADING TO
BEDROOM ONE
11'2 x 9'8 (3.40m x 2.95m)
BEDROOM TWO
9'9 x 8'2 (2.97m x 2.49m)
SHOWER ROOM

